Introduction
The experimental analysis of necking under dynamic loading conditions mostly relies on expanding metal rings by electromagnetic loading [13] for strain rates on the order of 10 4 s −1 . Multiple necking was observed along the circumference of the tested rings. Further, the number of necks (and fragments) and the failure strain increase with the expansion velocity. In all the analyses, the data concern macroscopic quantities such as the fragment number, the expansion velocity. In the following, it is proposed to study necking for strain rates on the order of 10 stephane.roux@lmt.ens-cachan.fr (Stéphane Roux a ).
2 the behavior of materials under dynamic loading conditions. In most cases, the load and mean strain experienced by samples are extracted from the analysis of the signals delivered by strain gauges glued on the input and output bars (i.e., usually quite far from the sample itself ). More recently, with the development of (stereo)correlation techniques [6, 7] , it is possible to measure 3D displacement and 2D strain elds. When applied to pictures acquired by high speed cameras, the previous kinematic data are measured directly on the sample surface [8] . These techniques then allow for various studies to be performed to monitor high speed experiments. For instance, Barthelat et al. [9] analyze torsion tests on nanocrystalline coatings of tungsten carbide-cobalt cermets, Elnasri et al. [10] compression tests on aluminum and nickel foams, Gilat et al. [11] tensile tests on copper samples, and Besnard et al. [12] necking in tantalum. Kurigulige et al. [13] follow crack propagation of an impacted sample. Tiwari et al. [14] and Besnard et al. [15] analyze experiments during during blast loadings.
In most of the above mentioned cases, the measured strain levels do not exceed 10%. The experiments reported herein aim at monitoring the inception and development of necking. This analysis therefore requires to measure strain levels well above 100%. The aim of the present study is to show that such measurements are feasible, even at quite high strain rates, which imply dealing with low denition pictures (typically of the order of a few tens of kpixels).
Once these results are available, the next step will consist in comparing them with nite element simulations, which are not presented herein.
The paper is organized as follows. First, the experimental conguration is introduced. Second, the stereocorrelation technique implemented herein uses space and time registrations based upon a global approach to digital image cor-3 relation [15] . New initialization procedures need to be implemented to measure large displacements and large strains. Third, the results of the stereocorrelation analysis are presented to analyze necking in pure aluminum.
2 High speed experiments
The tested samples are either cylinders 5 mm in diameter, or parallelepipeds with a height of 8 mm and a width of 2.5 mm. Both geometries have gauge lengths varying from 10 to 40 mm ( Figure 1 ). Their ends are threaded so that they can be xed on the input and output bars end. Dierent gauge lengths are tested to investigate size eects on the occurrence of multiple necking. Pure aluminum was chosen in the tests reported herein because of its very high ductility. Its Young's modulus is equal to 69 GPa, Poisson's ratio is equal to 0.33, and its density is equal to 2,700 kg.m −3 . In the present case, the tensile loading is created by the impactor that hits the shoulder of the input bar ( Figure 2) . The input bar then applies the load to the sample as in any classical conguration. The relative motion between the two bars allows the load to be applied to the sample.
A stereovision setup consisting of two identical PHOTRON APX RS fast cameras is used to determine the 3D shape of the external surface and the corresponding 3D displacements. All optical devices (e.g., lenses, supports) are identical for both cameras. Figure 1 (a) shows the stereovision setup for which special attention was paid to lighting conditions. The two cameras are connected together and electronically synchronized so that pictures are acquired with a time delay less than a few 100 ns [16] . To protect the objective lenses from heat, a screen is put below them. For the eight tests presented 4 herein, the frequency of acquisition varies between 45,000 and 52,500 fps with a (low) denition ranging from 37 to 57 kpixels (Tables 1 and 2 ). The denition / acquisition rate is the result of a compromise so that enough pictures are available to perform a successful registration to analyze necking in samples with very small diameters.
Because of the chosen picture denition and acquisition rate, the displacement amplitudes between two consecutive pictures will be large and special pre-correction procedures are called for to allow the spatial and temporal registrations to be successful when using a global approach to DIC [15] applied to cylinders.
Stereocorrelation applied to high speed experiments
Extraction of a 3D shape is performed through stereovision exploiting at least two view points [7] . When applied at dierent instants of time, it also possible to measure 3D surface displacements by stereocorrelation (or 3D-DIC), and thus the components of the displacement gradient in the tangent plane of any point of the observed surface. In the following analyses, a global approach to stereocorrelation will be used. It consists in using nite element meshes with 4-noded quadrilateral elements (i.e., Q4-DIC [20] ). Consequently, the spatial and temporal registrations will be performed with Q4-DIC. The interested reader will nd details on the practical implementation of the 3D-DIC code in
Ref. [15] . The Q4-DIC procedure rests on multi-resolution analyses in which successive linearizations and corrections are performed via a modied Newton algorithm [20] . In the present case, the image denition is small so that very few scales can be used. Consequently, another route has to be followed when 5 complex shapes (e.g., cylinders) are studied. It is based on the initialization of the correlation procedure.
For the two (spatial and temporal) registrations, the problem to be solved is of a dierent nature. For the spatial registration, the main challenge is related to the fact that the diameter of the sample is small so that large deformations occur when the image pairs are to be registered to reconstruct the 3D shape. For the temporal registration, large displacements and strains occur between two consecutive instants of time so that the coarse-graining
technique cannot be applied as usual [20] since the denition of the pictures is too small. Consequently, two dierent procedures are developed.
Initialization of the spatial registration
The aim of this rst pre-correction is to increase the surface of cylinders that can be monitored by stereovision, and the quality of the initial reconstruction. It consists in the evaluation of the low frequency components of the displacement elds. The latter ones have a large amplitude. When evaluated, the pictures are pre-corrected so that the classical registration techniques will be successful since the subsequent corrections are small in amplitude. It is also based on the a priori knowledge of the sample geometry that has, as a rst approximation, a symmetry of revolution.
The very rst reconstruction is performed without any information. It is restricted to a small part of the picture where the deformations are not too large.
From the reconstructed shape, a cylinder is sought that interpolates best, in the least squares sense, the cloud of reconstructed points. From this information, it is possible to compute for any point of the surface, its location in the 6 pictures acquired by both cameras as shown in Figure 3 . This projection gives the point locations and the displacement to apply to predict where any point in the picture of one camera has moved in the picture of the other one.
This rst estimate is used as initialization of the global approach. Because of the curvature of the object, the apparent displacement amplitudes are very important on the edges of the picture and very small in the central part.
When the pre-correction procedure is used, this eect is accounted for and the corrections are almost uniform in amplitude over the whole region of interest.
This makes the registration much easier and more robust. The eect of this pre-correction is to increase the surface that can be reconstructed as shown in Figure 4 . A 50% increase of the reconstructed surface is obtained and the root mean square dierence between the reconstructed surface and a perfect cylinder is equal to 41 µm prior to pre-correction, and 19 µm afterward. This quantity is comparable in magnitude to the roughness of the reconstructed surface.
For parallelepipedic samples, the present procedure was not used since the shape of their external surfaces is easier to register. As such, the present precorrection does not apply to the temporal registration for both sample series.
Another procedure will be followed.
Initialization of the temporal registration
The main objective is to decrease the reconstruction uncertainty by precorrecting the large displacements that occur between consecutive pictures. Two routes can be followed. The rst one consists in updating the reference picture so that large displacements can be measured by considering a series 7 of pictures [21, 17] , namely, the reference picture of the current analysis is the deformed one of the previous step. However, the larger the number of pictures, the larger the measurement uncertainty for the pictures as their number increases (i.e., the measurement uncertainties are gradually cumulated since the reference picture is updated in the analysis). The second is to use a rst estimate as an initialization of the temporal registration in the longitudinal direction. This initial estimate, which corresponds to the result of the analysis corresponding to route no. 1, no longer requires to update the reference picture. Otherwise, the number of measurement points decreases dramatically because of the low denition of the pictures.
In the transverse direction, a contour-detection technique (i.e., based upon thresholded gradients) is used and coupled with the evaluation of the axis of the cylinder, which was determined for the rst 3D shape. The transverse displacements are more modest in amplitude, but the main difculty is related to the shape of the surface. Had this initialization step not been considered, the analysis would not have converged.
In the following section, necking under dynamic loading condition will be analyzed by using the procedure developed herein.
Experimental results
In the following study, the size of the elements used in Q4-DIC to register spatially and temporally the dierent pictures is chosen to be equal to 8 pixels.
This size is a compromise between the measurement resolution and the spatial resolution [20] . The latter is critical here since low denition pictures are used (Tables 1 and 2 ).
Analysis of the 3D shape of samples with necks
The 3D shape of cylinders is obtained by using the following steps:
• Reconstruction of the surface in its reference conguration. The spatial registration makes use of the above discussed pre-correction procedure.
• Extraction of the cylinder axis by tting, in the least squares sense, the reconstructed shape with a cylinder.
• Evaluation of the distance of each 3D point with respect to the cylinder axis, and the corresponding radius.
• Estimation of the average radius in each plane perpendicular to the cylinder axis.
For the parallelepipedic samples, the shape of the external surface does not require any special treatment when the temporal pre-correction procedure described above is utilized.
The mean reconstruction uncertainty is of the order of 30 µm for 8-pixel elements and all the experiments reported hereafter. It was evaluated by propagating the registration uncertainty for the reconstruction process [22] . The reason for this high value is due to the small denition of the images so that the physical size of one pixel varies between 50 and 83 µm (Table 1 and 2), and the small element size (i.e., the smaller the element size, the larger the uncertainty associated with the correlation procedure [20] ). It is worth noting that thanks to the pre-correction techniques introduced previously, the uncertainty level is independent of the number of analyzed pictures since there is no need to update the reference picture. This is particularly the case for samples C and D for which only 64 pixels were available in the height of the picture (i.e., a very small angular part was visible by both cameras). For the parallelepipedic samples, the picture recorded by the right camera is shown for times close to fracture in Figure 8 . The longitudinal strain elds are also given. All necks are visible.
To follow the development of necking in cylinders, Figure 9 shows the change of the radius prole with the picture number. As the denition of the pictures decreases (i.e., from samples A to D), the uncertainty level in the reconstruction increases (i.e., the apparent roughness increases from samples A to D).
This eect is due to the decrease of the angular part that is monitored. From these data, necking is clearly revealed, and leads to radial variations of more than 1.3 mm to be compared with an initial radius on the order of 2.5 mm.
It is possible to monitor the formation of necks by analyzing the longitudinal prole of the mean radius. At the beginning of the experiment, the radius decreases uniformly along the cylinder axis. Then, the prole becomes less uniform and one (samples A and D) or possibly two necks (samples B and C) are formed.
Loading condition
Apart from the change in the reconstructed 3D shape, it is possible to use the 3D displacement elds. Their mean component at both ends of the analyzed region of interest allows us to evaluate the mean longitudinal strain, which was checked to coincide to within measurement uncertainties with the mean major principal strain ⟨ϵ 2 ⟩. Figure 10 shows the change of the latter with time for the four tested cylinders. For each of the four tests, a virtually constant strain rate is observed, even after the rst plateau. From these data it can be concluded that the mean strain rates vary from 1600 s −1 (sample A) to 11 −1 (sample D). It is worth noting that even though the strains localize within the neck, the mean strain rate remains virtually constant as a result of the impactor traveling at a constant velocity (Table 3 ). In the Appendix, it is shown that these trends can be understood from the Lagrange diagram of the setup and the dierent states in the bars and the sample. The same trend is observed for the four parallelepipeds ( Figure 11 ). The mean strain rates vary from 1400 s −1 (sample E) to 600 s −1 (sample H), see Table 4 . These results indicate that the experiments reported herein were strain rate controlled on a macroscopic level.
Strain elds
The strains are computed in the tangent plane of each considered surface point.
Because of the extreme conditions encountered herein (especially with cylinders), for instance the radius variations along the longitudinal axis (Figure 9 ), the strain elds that are derived from the projection of the displacement onto the local tangent plane will be uctuating more than usual. Further, in the case of large transformations, special care has to be exercised. Experimentally, only in-plane components of the deformation gradient F are accessible.
Consequently, some additional hypotheses are to be made to evaluate large strains. In the present case, nominal (or Cauchy-Biot) strains are computed.
It is assumed that the normal vector to the surface is an eigen direction. In each element Ω e , the mean in-plane deformation gradient F p reads 
In the present case, the strain resolution is of the order of 1 %. This value was determined by analyzing the very rst pictures for which no loading was applied. This value degrades as the shape of the reconstructed surface becomes noisier.
With the reported strain rates (Tables 3 and 4 ) and the integration time of each experiment (Tables 1 and 2 ), it is concluded that the mean strain increment during picture acquisition is less than 1 % (i.e., the estimated strain resolution). Consequently, even though strain rates larger than the mean value occur in the necks, it is believed that the integration time remains small enough not to bias the strain measurements.
As for the reconstructed surface, only the mean major strain ϵ 2 for each longitudinal position is analyzed. Figures 12 and 13 show the major strain proles for the same pictures as those shown in Figures 9 for the cylinders. From these results it can be seen that the strains are mostly concentrated in necks after their inception and their levels signicantly lower elsewhere. For sample A, the mean major strain is equal to 52 %, and the strains in the neck exceed 180 %. For sample B, the strain levels in the neck reach values greater 300 %.
For samples C and D, the strains become even higher to reach 600 %. All these values are achieved by using at most 2 × 55 pictures in the correlation analysis. For the parallelepipedic samples, the strain elds at the end of the load history are shown in Figure 8 . Very high strain levels are observed and 13 the presence of one or two necks is observed.
In Figures 12 and 13 , the estimate of the neck length is depicted. Its physical size is given in Tables 3 and 4 . It varies between 1.3 mm (sample B) and 2.7 mm (sample F). No clear dependence with the strain rate is observed.
The comparison between the mean major strain and the average value in the neck(s) is shown in Figures 14 and 15 . From these data, the onset of localized necking is determined by looking for the instant when both curves depart from each other. It is also worth noting that in all cylinder-shaped specimens where two necks appear, the rst to initiate is never the one that will become dominant. This conclusion is dierent for parallelepipeds. In all cases where two necks appear, only one eventually develops. The strain levels corresponding to the inception of the dominant neck are reported in Tables 3 and 4 . No clear conclusion can be drawn from the analysis of the results in terms of strain rate dependence. It is worth remembering that the underlying elasto-plastic behavior of aluminum itself is, as a rst approximation, strain-rate independent [23] .
Conversely, it can be concluded that the inception strain is a random variable with a rather large scatter. Such an observation could support the hypothesis that neck inception is controlled by initial geometric imperfection that cannot be resolved, rather than being dictated by the constitutive law.
Analysis of multiple necking
On the picture of the deformed conguration (Figure 7(b) ) and on the longitudinal strain elds (Figure 8(b,d) ) two necks are visible at the end of the experiments. The aim of the following analysis is to understand the history of the formation of these two necks. With these data, it is possible to follow the change of the mean longitudinal strain as a function of time and space, and therefore to monitor the formation of necks by analyzing the corresponding proles. The time evolution of the measured proles is shown in Figure 9 (b).
At the beginning of the experiment, the radius reduction is uniform along the cylinder axis. From picture no. 21 and on, the proles become less uniform.
For picture no. 31, two necks are clearly formed and have about the same size.
After image no. 31, one neck continues to develop while the other one has stopped growing. The former will eventually lead to the failure of the sample.
With Figure 14 (b), it is possible to conclude that neck inception did not occur at the same time, and that one of the necks concentrated the strains very early on after their joint formation. For sample B, the two necks could grow during about 300 µs, and the distance between the two necks is equal to 9.5 mm.
Similarly, from Figure 15 
Summary
A stereocorrelation technique was applied to the analysis of necking in high speed tensile tests. The spatial and temporal registration is based on a global approach to digital image correlation using Q4 elements. The low denition of the pictures due to the high acquisition frequency required pre-corrections of the temporal registration to capture large displacements and strains in
cylinders. An additional pre-correction procedure of the spatial registration was needed since the radius of the sample was small. Both pre-correction techniques allowed for the reconstruction of 3D shapes in a large part of the external surface of the sample, and the measured strain levels was shown to exceed 600 % in the dominant neck prior to nal failure by using 8-pixel Q4 elements and 2 × 55 pictures.
Some additional gain to the previous results can be obtained by still improving the temporal registration. To decrease the measurement uncertainties, it is possible to resort to a spatiotemporal registration in which the displacement eld is not only decomposed over a spatial basis, but also a temporal one. The early results indicate that such approaches are able to capture localized phenomena [12, 27] . Their extension to stereocorrelation is currently implemented and will be tested.
By following the change of the surface and longitudinal strain proles, the inception strain of necks is determined. In some cases two necks are formed and one of the necks is shielded by the other one, thereby interrupting its further growth. Only one neck is fully developed in all the experiments on cylinders reported herein. For long parallelepipeds two necks could grow simultaneously for a longer time. This result shows that neck formation is the result of a competition between multiple neck inceptions and the growth of dominant necks that obscure others as proposed by Mott [24] . The analysis of strain elds shows that the local levels are signicantly larger than the global ones. This is to be expected from any localized phenomenon such as necking. In the present case, a ratio of up to 15 is found between local and global strain levels.
When analyzing the dominant neck of the eight experiments reported herein, it is not possible to conclude about a strain rate sensitivity of their inception strain. The same conclusion could be drawn when the neck width was analyzed. Conversely, the inception strain itself is very scattered, and calls for a probabilistic treatment.
Last, these results are very useful to validate constitutive models describing necking. Moreover, the measured end displacements of the region of interest can be used as boundary conditions to the numerical simulations so that there is no need to model the complete split Hopkinson bar setup, but only a very small region of the sample. Further, the strain heterogeneities during the whole test were monitored and constitute a discriminating benchmark test for numerical modeling.
Appendix
Lagrange's diagram of the Hopkinson bar setup (Figure 2 ) is shown in Figure 16. For all the tested geometries, a rst loading ramp is followed by a plateau and a subsequent ramp before failure is observed. For the larger samples, a third ramp was needed. However, the results reported herein stop at the end of the second ramp (see shaded area). From Figure 16 , it can be concluded that the reected signal coming from the transmitter bar has not reached the sample.
The following analysis is carried out by assuming that the impedance of the sample Z s is very small compared to that of the bars Z. The reections on the free surface of the transmitter bar are not accounted for since they do not alter signicantly the various states in the incident bar. The stress and velocity states are denoted by roman numbers in Figure 2 . Let −V denote the velocity of the striker.
• State I is characterized by V I = −V /2 and σ I = ZV /2. In that case, the incident bar is in tension.
• For state II, V II = 0 and σ II = 0. The striker is now motionless.
• State III is characterized by V III ≈ −V and σ III ≈ −Z s V . The velocity of the interface between the incident bar and the sample is approximately equal to the initial velocity of the striker. The sample is loaded in tension.
• For state IV, V IV ≈ −V /2 and σ IV ≈ −ZV /2. The incident bar is in compression.
• State V is characterized by V V ≈ 0 and σ V ≈ 0. The sample is no longer loaded in tension.
• • State VII is characterized by V V II ≈ −V /2 and σ V II ≈ ZV /2. The incident bar is in tension again, but with stress and velocity levels less than those observed in state I.
• State VIII, which is similar to state III, corresponds to a new tensile loading of the sample.
• Similarly, state IX is very close to states II and V. Table 2 Experimental information of the four tests on parallelepipeds. Table 3 Experimental results on cylindrical samples. Table 4 Experimental results on parallelepipedic samples.
1400 ± 270 1000 ± 140 800 ± 80 600 ± 100
Neck length (mm) 1. Table 3 for the four tested samples. 39
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Mean major principal strain as a function of time for the four parallelepipedic samples. The analysis of these data yields the strain rate reported in Table 4 for the four tested samples. samples. The analysis of these data yields the strain rate reported in Table 3 for the four tested samples. samples. The analysis of these data yields the strain rate reported in Table 4 
